October 6, 1994
BULLETIN #664
RE: SL-2 DILIGENT SEARCH FORM QUESTION 2(c) "DESCRIPTION OF RISK"

Membership is requested to adhere to the following guidelines when completing the above referenced. These guidelines were established by the Department of Insurance in order to accurately track and record the type of risks currently exported to the nonadmitted market.

For questions 2(c) of the SL-2 Diligent Search form, please refrain from using the "type" of insurance coverage code, i.e. general liability 500; instead, report in detail the physical description of the risk, i.e., liquor store, delicatessen, etc. The appropriate 'type' of insurance coverage code should be inserted for question 3 only on the SL-2 form.

Should you have comments or concerns, please call the Stamping Office at 415-434-4900. Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

James S. Pugh
Assistant Manager